
ESSAY NOTEBOOK FILM

Free Essay: In the early 's silent films amazed audiences with images, later talkies impressed with sound, today we have
3D.

She does make it through and they continue through with life. This story does follow the typical elements of a
relevant genre to help understand the film better because you can tell that it is going to be a love story. As
technology continues to evolve so too will film genres. Abuse has an effect on women that cannot be put into
words. Noah begged Allie to stay with him but Allie said that she had a fiance waiting at the hotel that she
owes an explanation to. Overcoming obstacles is tricky but there are 3 important steps involved, going through
hardships, building new relationships, and defeating fears The young girl, Allie, is from a well-off family from
the city that is visiting Seabrook Island for the summer. The progression of time and how it ages a person is a
constant theme in this book. I listed off the movies that I would like to watch again, and then I decided on The
Notebook. Allie remembering who she is and who Noah is talks and asks if love can do anything. Throughout
the film there were several negative behaviors, and interpersonal communications within the context of their
relationship, which relates to chapter nine She loves to paint pictures. While the young man, Noah, is a poor
country boy and that must work to make a living I love watching this movie, although I cry every time I watch
it. His character is very romantic and faithful and the actor expressed these traits very well. Episodes, in which
Allie and Noah are together, have more white, beige, pink, light blue and green. While Allie nursed a soldier
named Lon Hammond Jr. The story begins with Duke Old Noah and Allie in a nursing home. Author:
Brandon Johnson. The way that Noah Ryan Gosling and Allie Rachel McAdams interact with each other
shows how much they care about each other in the film. If not, what can you do to achieve your ideal weight.


